Delta UPS

Industry-leading energy
efficiency
Our clients are most concerned about power
issues such as power failure, power sag, power
surge, under voltage or over voltage, frequency
variation, harmonic distortion and line noise.
Delta Electronics emphasizes the areas of
redundant power supply, voltage regulation,
equipment protection and adjustment and
has designed and developed four UPS product
families - Agilon, Amplon, Ultron and Modulon.
Their power range, applications and the
equipment they protect are listed below:
Product Family

Power

Topology

Applications

Agilon

Under 1kVA

Single-Phase UPS

PC and Peripherals

Amplon

1kVA or higher

Single-Phase UPS

Server and Network Equipment

Ultron

15kVA or higher

Three-Phase
On-Line UPS

Datacenter and Industrial
Equipment

Modulon

20kVA or higher

Modular UPS

Modular. Unit expansion and
Redundant power supply can be
achieved within a single rack

Delta UPS systems feature the following:
•
•
•

Leading AC-AC Efficiency
Fully redundant design and configuration
High input and output power factors

•
•

Easy expansion without additional hardware
Supports to seamless operations at low level of TCO
(Total Cost of Ownership)

Applications:

Applications:

UPS
Modulon Family

UPS
Ultron Family

The Modulon family features
a three-phase modular
architecture for power
rating requirements above 20kVA and
supports datacenters, mid-large network
equipments, data storage centers and
financial balance centers.

The Ultron family are threephase UPS systems for power
rating requirements above 15kVA
that support mission critical
applications including industrial equipment,
datacenters, traffic control facilities,
broadcast stations and backbone networks.

Data Center, Telecom
Industrial, Network,
Security, Lab, Medical

Applications:
PC, Fax, Monitor,
ADSL, Home
Appliances, POS,
Data centers

UPS
Amplon Family
The Amplon family are single phase UPS
systems for power rating requirements
above 1kVA that support medium to
small network devices, security and
surveillance systems and POS systems.

Data Center, Telecom
Industrial, Network,
Security, Lab, Medical

Applications:

Data Center, Telecom,
Industrial, lab, Medical

UPS
Ultron Family
The Ultron NT series is a three phase
UPS featuring customized I/P-O/P
ratings for various applications. With
N+X parallel redundancy or expansion,
it guarantees high availability and
reliability for your critical loads.
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Telecom Power

Telecom power systems secure telecommunication services in case of
grid power interruptions and fluctuations. Delta’s power systems are
designed for wireless broadband access and fixed-line applications, as
well as for Internet backbone and data centres. We provide a broad
range of power systems and global services to telecom operators,
network manufacturers and integrators.

EnergE-labelled
rectifiers set a new standard

for the industry

InD DC & AC
Power System
Our InD systems fall into
three categories according to size.
The flexible CellD and CabD standard
platforms meet most needs. However, should
you need a custom solution with a unique
architecture, we will come up with one.

Renewable
Hybrid

OutD Outdoor
Power System
Available in different configurations, Delta
OutD cabinets are designed to protect
equipment from external threats in all
climates from the tropics to the arctic.

Rectifiers

Renewables play a significant role
in Delta’s product portfolio and R&D
activities. RenE is Delta’s hybrid
renewable solution featuring a
modular power supply concept.

A rectifier converts alternating current (AC)
to direct current (DC) and provides the power
necessary to charge batteries. With a focus
on continuously improving the total cost of
ownership, Delta’s rectifiers, combined with
advanced control and monitoring.

Controllers

Converters

A power system controller monitors and
controls the entire system and site power
infrastructure, maximizes battery life,
supports energy saving, and informs the
operator of maintenance needs.

Delta DC to DC converters are designed to
provide reliable backup power for equipment
with supply voltages different from that of
the main battery backup system. Delta’s DC
converters complement our InD and OutD
systems to produce total site power.

Inverters
Delta’s inverters and static
switches, combined with our
DC power systems, provide
a modular UPS for AC power
backup.

Delta EnergyE label is part of our new total energy efficiency concept
SolutionE, which offers global solutions to energy challenges in
telecom industry.
EnergyE covers rectifiers offering the highest energy efficiency. We
have set strict criteria for individual products entitled to the EnergyE
label. They all have the world’s leading energy efficiency in their
specific power range, and always an efficiency of 95% or higher. The
label helps you distinguish Delta’s most energy-efficient rectifiers.

Delta InfraSuite
Data Center Infrastructure Solutions

Enterprise growth and IT equipment have become so closely linked that planning
and building a high performance data room is one of the critical issues for IT
managers today.
With 40 years of leadership in the core technologies of power electronics, the
expert teams at Delta Electronics have developed a new generation of data center
infrastructure solutions: InfraSuite.
Delta InfraSuite includes power system, rack & accessories, and environmental
management system.

InfraSuite Product Categories:

Power System

Rack & Accessories

Integrated power distribution for
optimal power management.

Smart, modular design for
optimising space utilisation

Environment
Management System
Your first line of defense for data
center security.

Enviro Station
EnviroStation integrates the monitoring of the data center’s environment and other conditions, and sends the
data to a central manager via network. User-defined alarms ensure the data center’s security.

Renewable Hybrid energy
Renewables play a significant role in Delta’s product portfolio and

R&D activities. RenE is Delta’s hybrid renewable solution featuring
a modular power supply concept. RenE solutions use renewable
energy or a combination of renewable and other energy sources,
such as mains power or diesel generators.
In addition to cost savings and a smaller carbon footprint,
renewables help to secure reliable telecom services also in areas
where the mains power system is unreliable.
Delta also offers a hybrid solution with any combination of solar
power, wind turbines, mains power, diesel generators and fuel
cells. The power system controller manages all devices and their
energy consumption in an optimal manner.

Solar Panel
DelSolar has
successfully
developed a new
series of cells
with conversion
efficiencies of 18.3% for
mono-crystalline and
16.6% for multi-crystalline
silicon cells.

Off-grid & Grid
ORION controller can
Interractive System enhance functionality
Delta has effectively
designed hybrid solution
using Renewable &
non renewable energy
sources for off grid sites.
Generation from Solar and
Wind Power Sources are
effectively designed to
provide green power grid
sites, which optimises the
operation of battery

Integration of renewable
energy sources.
Coordination between
varios energy sources - AC
grid, Renewable energy
sources, diesel generators.
Remote site supervision
and control. Control
of heating and cooling
ventilation of the site.

Batteries

OPzV product
range is optimal
for application in
sectors with high
number of charge
- discharge cycles:
such as: solar systems as
well as for long discharge
operations for example used
in IT/ Telecom.
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